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CAMPAIGN FINANCE IN VIRGINIA: THE 1973
HOUSE OF DELEGATES ELECTION

By ARTHUR B. GUNLICKS

states place limitations on contributions
and expenditures,2 in certain instances
even prohibiting contributions by
corporations or unions. Other states, like
Virginia, have no limitations on either
contributions or expenditures.

2Nevada has limited expenditures in state
legislative campaigns to $15,000; in Wyoming

the maximum is $2,000. Hawaii limits
campaign costs to 25 cents per voter, New

Jersey to 50 cents. See Book of the States,
1973-74, vol. 20 (Lexington, Kentucky:
Council of State Governments, 1974), pp. 29
and 47. There are, however, a number of

serious objections to limiting campaign

expenditures by' law. See Herbert E.
Alexander, "Toward Better Regulation of
Political Finance in Virginia," in Campaign
Expenditures in Virginia (Charlottesville:
Tayloe Murphy Institute, University of
Virginia, 1970), pp. 27-38.

In the Commonwealth, the Virginia
Fair Elections Practice Act of 1970, as
amended, requires all candidates to file
reports with the State Board of
Elections prior to and after an election. 3

Each contribution over $101 must be
listed separately with the name and
address of the contributor, while all
contributions of less than $101 are to
be totaled by number and amount.
Disbursements must also be reported,
with separate listings for those exceeding
$101. The law remains unenforced
insofar as reports are sometimes
prepared improperly or incompletely,
and candidates do not always file their
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"The financial cost of elections in the
United States has been the subject of
considerable discussion in recent years.
While this discussion has focused
primarily on presidential and
congressional races, some attention has
also been given to statewide contests for
state offices. Very little, however, has
been said about campaign finance in
elections for state legislatures, even
though about one million dollars was
spent in Virginia alone by candidates
running for the House of Delegates in
the November 1973 election. Therefore,
this article will examine in some detail
campaign expenditures for that
election. 1

Laws regulating campaign financing
have been passed by forty-six of the
fifty states, and numerous state
legislatures, including the Virginia
General Assembly, are now or have been
conducting studies or reviews of
campaign laws. The provisions of these
laws vary considerably from state to
state, with some states requiring both
parties and candidates to report receipts
and disbursements and others, like
Virginia, requiring only that candidates
file campaign statements. Likewise, some

1The author wishes to thank the University
of Richmond Faculty Research Committee,

for the support received for this project, and

his colleagues Thomas Morris and John
Whelan, for their useful comments and
suggestions.

3Va. Code,

24.1 -251 --24.1-261 .

1950, sec s.

post-election statements.4 The reports,
or statements, are destroyed after one
year.

CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES IN THE 1973

HOUSE OF DELEGATES ELECTION

According to these official reports
required by law and filed with the State
Board of Elections, approximately
$925,027 was spent by 91 incumbents
and 95 challengers or other candidates
seeking election to vacated seats in the
1973 House of Delegates election. (This
total and all other calculations are
approximate, because many of the
reports are incomplete or unclear.) The
100 winning candidates, including 78
incumbents, spent $513,166, for an
average (mean) expenditure of $5,132;
however, the 79 winning candidates who
encountered opposition spent an average
(mean) of $5,971, or a median of about
$3,945.5 None of the 21 candidates
without opposition spent more than
$1,100, and 11 of them had no
recorded expenses (see Table 1).

4The problem of enforcement, or even of

proper auditing of reports to ascertain

conformity with the law, is not confined to
Virginia. See Alexander in Campaign
Expenditures in Virgini,!, pp. 34-59.

5According to William Buchanan,

"Campaign Finance in Virginia: The Cost and
the Laws," in Campaign Expenditures in

Virginia, pp. 67-69, 75, the average
expenditure for the House of Delegates race in
1969 (excluding previous primaries) was
$1,392. Figures in this article include expenses
for the two primaries of 1973-in the 18th
District for Republicans, in the 21 st for

Democrats. Buchanan also suggests that filed
reports of expenditures are considerably lower
than actual expenditures.
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TABLE 1

Reported Campaign Expenditures for Virginia House of Delegates
Election, November 1973

aAIl 7 of the winning candidates who spent less than $500 and 3 of the 8 winning candidates
who spent $500-$1,500 had no opposition.

bOne of these 7 losing candidates apparently failed to file a report with the State Board of

Elections on his receipts and disbursements.

Winners Losers

Expenditures (I ncumbents) (I ncumbents)'

Nothing, no opposition 11 (11)

Less than $500 7a (7) 7b

$500-$1,500 8a (8) 14 (1)

$1,501-$3,500 29 (20) 18 (1)

$3,501-$7,500 21 (18) 33 (6)

$7,501-$10,000 7 (5) 5 (2)

$10,001-$15,000 9 (4) 6 (1)

More than $15,000 8 (5) 3 (2)

100 (78) 86 (13)

7See Robert A. Rankin, "The Richmond
Crusade for Voters: The Quest for Black
Power," University of Virginia News Letter,

September 1974, p. 2.

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS: SOURCES
AND SUMS

As noted previously, the Virginia Fair
Elections Practice Act of 1970 requires
candidates, in their reports filed with
the State Board of Elections, to
distinguish between contributions of less
than $101 and those of more than
$101. Many reformers have urged
candidates to rely more on small
contributions; even though these are
important sources for a number of
candidates, they hardly represent a
sizable total for most House candidates.
Twenty candidates had no reported
small contributions at all, and another
20 reported fewer than 10 small

explaining electoral costs; Virginia's
metropolitan regions generally require
higher expenditures and rural areas,
lower expenditures.

One curious feature about the
distribution of campaign costs is the
relative inexpensiveness of House races
in the Tidewater cities when compared
to those in Richmond, Northern
Virginia, and the Roanoke area. Why,
especially, did three of the five winning
candidates in Richmond find it
necessary to spend more than $14,000,
while none of the seven winners in
Norfolk spent more than $4,510? The
answers may lie partly in several factors.
First of all, greater competition existed
in the Richmond House race (where
there were twelve candidates for five
seats, versus ten candidates for seven
seats in Norfolk). Secondly, even though
all five House seats for Richmond were
won by Democrats, each Democratic
candidate ran an enti rely separate
campaign-a lack of cooperation which
was in contrast to the joint party efforts
in Norfolk. Also, the Richmond
campaign seemed to be characterized by
more expensive advertising techniques:
as much as $3,000-$4,000 was spent on
TV alone by a few candidates, several
spent at least $2,000 for brochures and
up to $4,000 for mailings, and
cand idates who received the
endorsement of the Richmond Crusade
for Voters were asked to contribute
$1,500 to that organization.7 Whatever
the explanation, the differences in
expenditures for the two areas were
su bsta nti al.

The geographical distribution of
campaign expenditures in the 1973
House of Delegates election followed
fairly predictable lines. The districts of
lowest expenditures were located in
Southside, Tidewater (excluding the
larger Tidewafer cities), and the
northern Valley. The comparatively low
expenditures in these areas can be
explained in part by a lack of
opposition, as well as relatively sparse
population. The districts falling in the
middle range of expenditures were
found in the Southwest, southern
Valley, certain counties in the northern
part of Central Virginia, and in the
larger Tidewater cities. The most money
was spent by candidates in districts
which included the Roanoke
metropolitan area, Charlottesville and
surrounding counties, Northern Virginia,
the Richmond metropolitan area
and-probably for 1973 only-Northern
Neck, Eastern Shore, and the
Williamsburg area. With some
exceptions, then, the density of
population is an important factor in

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION

for a winning candidate (the same party
candidate who had the highest
expenditures) was $2.83; the highest
cost per vote obtained for a losing
candidate was $3.04, spent by a
long-term Democratic incumbent who
turned independent and then met
serious opposition at the polls for the
first time.

6The 15 independents elected in 1973
represent an unusually large contingent, a
result in part of the conservative backlash
against a markedly more liberal official state

Democratic organization which assumed
control in the summer of 1972. The selection
of Senator McGovern as the national party's
standard bearer in the 1972 presidential
election and the defeat of William Spong by a
Republican, William Scott, in the 1972
electi on for the U.S. Senate may also have
contributed to Democratic defections.

The 86 losing candidates, including
13 of the 91 incumbents, spent a total
of $411,861, or an average of $4,789
and a median of $4,042. The differences
in expenditures by party candidates and
independent challengers are quite
significant. The mean expenditure for 61
party candidates was $5,152, the median
$4,500; for the 25 independents the
figures were $3,904 and $1,296,
respectively. These differences reflect
the fact that party labels are still very
important in most House of Delegates
districts. 6 In most cases, serious
contenders must be indentified with
either the Democratic or Republican
party, and only serious contenders are
generally successful in raising substantial
campaign contributions, as will be
demonstrated below.

The largest expenditure by a winning
party candidate for a House seat was
$28,600; for a winning independent
candidate, the largest expenditure was
$13,470. The largest expenditure for a
losing party candidate was $17,121; for
a losing independent, $20,638. The
highest expenditure per vote obtained
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*Where indicated in the reports any payment of a personal loan has been deducted from the
amount reflected in the table.

Personal Contributions or Personal Loans* to Campaign

Winners Losers

Party Party

Candidates Independents Candidates Independents

38 6 19 11

12 1 5 7

8 4 5 1

10 2 12 0
3 0 7 2

3 0 4 1

5 1 4 0

6 1 5 3

85 15 61 25

contributions, independent challengers
(i.e., non-incumbents) the least likely.
Party candidates generally, but especially
the winning party candidates (most of
whom are incunbents), are far more
likely to benefit from larger
contributions of more than $101; again,
independent challengers are least likely
to receive larger sums.

It is interesting to note that relatively
few union contributions were reported
by the candidates. Although the largest
union contribution was for $1,000, most
were for much less. The group
contributing to the largest number of
candidates for House races was the
Virginia Real Estate Political Education
Committee (VAR EPEC). Recipients of
VAR EPEC aid were determined on the
basis of recommendations from local
realtors, recommendations of the two
registered lobbyists for the Association,
and the committee assignments held by

AND

the delegates. (The preferred committee
assignments were General Laws;
Counties, Cities and Towns; Education;
and Appropriations.) According to a
spokesman for the Virginia Association
of Realtors, VAR EPEC distributed $300
to each of 33 candidates (3 others
refused the contribution) for a total of
$9,900. The statements filed with the
State Board of Elections, however,
revealed only 30 reported contributions.
Of these 30 candidates, all but one of
whom was an incumbent, 21 were
elected in November.

A review of the reports reveals also
that most candidates could expect little,
if any, financial help from political
parties-even if they had declared as
party candidates. The reports did not
always clearly indicate whether and to
what extent parties had contributed to
the effort to win an election, even in
cases of joint campaigns. However,
apparently only a minority of candidates
received more than moral support, if
that. It appears that fewer than 15 of
the 85 victorious party candidates
received financial aid from their party or
a party-affiliated organization, including
regular party organizations, party
women's groups, party-sponsored
picnics, and special events. At least 26
of the 61 losing party candidates
received some financial assistance. And
while some of this aid was quite
substantial, especially for the 17
Republicans, it was rarely enough to
cover all or even most expenses.

PERSONAL LOANS

CONTRIBUTIONS

Even though most candidates received
some degree of financial support from

TABLE 3

25 (4)

15 (1)

4 (1)

5 (1)

o
o
1 (1)

Independents
(I ncumbents)

None reported
Less than $500
$500-$1,000
$1,001-$2,000
$2,001-$3,000
$3,001 -$4,000
$4,001-$5,000
More than $5,000

TABLE 2

Contributions of More than $101 to Candidates for the
Virginia House of Delegates Election, 1973*

Winners Losers

Party Party
Candidates Independents Candidates
(I ncumbents) (I ncumbents) (I ncumbents)

27 (23) 5 (5) 11 ~ (1)

19 (14) 3 (3) 19 (2)

19 (13) 6 (5) 21 (3)

11 (8) 1 8 (2)

6 (5) 0 1
3 (2) 0 1 (1 )

85 (65) 15 (13) 61 (9)

*Excluding personal contributions and/or personal loans.

None reported
1 - 2
3-5

6 - 10
11 - 15

More than 15

contributions. Only 87 of the 186
candidates had more than 50
contributions under $101 each. The
largest number of these "small"
contributors for a winning candidate was
475 for a total of $6,113, or 44 percent
of the candidate's total expenditures.
Another winning candidate received 319
small contributions for a total of
$13,813, or 89 percent of his
expenditures. The largest number of
contributions of less than $101 for a
losing candidate (a former Democrat
turned independent) was 239. This
candidate received a total of $10,720
from these small contributions, 64
percent of his expenditures.

There were far fewer contributions of
more than $101, and in most cases they
also yielded less than the totals for the
smaller contributions. Table 2 shows
that 58 candidates reported no "large"
contributions at all, and only 5
cand idates had more than 15 of the
larger contributions. The same winning
candidate who reported the greatest
number of small contributions also
received the greatest number of
contributions over $101; his 30 large
contributions totaled $11,995. The
largest single contribution, excluding
personal contributions or loans, appears
to have been $4,400; the next largest,
$2,750. The largest nu mber of
contributions of more than $101 for a
losing party candidate was 20 for a total
of $5,225. The largest number for a
losing independent candidate was 16 for
a total of $5,426.

From these data generalizations about
contributions in the 1973 elections can
be drawn. First, winning incumbents
running as party candidates are likely to
receive the greatest number of small



both "small" and "large" contributors,
only a few candidates were able to cover
virtually all of their expenses through
contributions. As Table 3 indicates, a
sizable proportion of the candidates
made a considerable personal investment
in the campaign. Apparently (once
again, the reports are not always clear)
the election campaign, where there was
one, cost 74 candidates-mostly
incumbents-nothing personally. For
another 25 candidates, the election cost
less than $500 each. However, many of
these candidates, especially
independents, were not serious,
contenders (none, for example, was an
incumbent) and were perhaps reluctant
to invest substantially in a hopeless
cause. On the other hand, 25 candidates
each spent more than $4,000 of their
~wnmoney for their campaigns; and

still, 12 of these lost.

The three largest personal
contributions from winning candidates
were $14,627, $11,096, and $10,594, all
involving party candidates in the
Richmond metropolitan area. The largest
personal contributions from losing
candidates were $14,569, $14,375, and
$13,000. These candidates were all from
the Richmond metropolitan area also.
The first and third were party
candidates who received few private
contributions and little assistance from
their parties; the second was an
independent.

Running for public office obviously
can be an expensive undertaking,
sometimes demanding a substantial
personal financial effort on the part of
the candidate. One might argue that
legal limitations should be placed on
personal expenditures, as they have been
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in other jurisdictions, on the grounds
that personal expenditures above
$2,000-$3,000 suggest an attempt to
"buy" an office and that a candidate
who cannot generate a minimum of
contributions to support his efforts
apparently lacks a constituency
sufficiently committed to his candidacy.
On the other hand, Table 3 suggests that
such limitations, if placed too low,
might favor incumbents. Only 19
winning candidates-in contrast to 26
loers-apparently found it necessary to
contribute more than $2,000 to their
own campaigns.

SURPLUS RECEIPTS

In most cases candidates are
fortunate if they receive as much in
contributions as-tbe-v-spe.nd,_and it is
common practice for candidates to make
up deficits from personal funds. In the
1973 House election, however, some
candidates-perhaps 35-40 of the
winners and 15-20 of the losers-ended
their campaigns with a surplus of
receipts over expenditures. Although
most of the balances involved small
amounts, some were several hundred
dollars or more. Sometimes, of course,
these surplus funds can be seen as a
source for partial repayment of personal
loans or contributions, and are used as
such. Virginia law does not address itself
to this question, and the assumption of
the official statement by the State
Board of Elections seems to be that
former surpluses represent a "balance on
hand" carried over from the last
campaign. Genuine surpluses for
candidates who do not run again are
apparently considered personal income
for the candidate.

CONCLUSIONS

Running for the Virginia House of
Delegates in 1973 represented for most
candidates the decision to spend, or the
risk of having to spend, more than
$4,000 for a successful campaign. The
typical serious candidate could expect to
receive substantial assistance from small
and large contributions, but in some
districts he also had to be prepared to
spend thousands of dollars of his own
money. If he was a party candidate, he
probably received more contributions
and perhaps enjoyed a greater
probability of victory; but he could not
in general anticipate significant financial
assistance, if any, from his party. He
had the best prospects for winning if he
was an incumbent, and as such could

-expect-I-ittle or-no-opposition-in-morp---
than one-fifth of the seats. He could
expect to find both his competition and
his expenses greater in a metropolitan
area, especially if he lived in Roanoke,
Northern Virginia, or the most expensive
of all, Richmond.

In order both to encourage Virginians
of moderate financial means to consider
running for public office in the
Commonwealth and to provide more
competition in elections for the House
of Delegates and other offices,8 it would
seem appropriate to consider carefully
some form of public financing for future
elections.

8Comparative statistics suggest that Virgi nia

could tolerate more electoral competition.
During the period 1963-71 Virginia was

ranked 48th in turnover in the Senate and

43rd in turnover in the House. See Alan
Rosenthal, "And So They Leave: Legislative
Turnover in the States," State Government
(Summer 1974), pp. 148-152.
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